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“Think like a donkey”
Ben Hart, Senior Lead Behaviour and Human Behaviour Change at The Donkey Sanctuary (UK)

When working with donkeys we can often feel frustrated at their apparent lack of co-operation. Ben reminds us
that “donkeys are not little horses with big ears” and that “donkeys are very good at being donkeys”.
Put yourself in the donkey’s place –
think like a donkey. There is a reason
for every behaviour, with survival
most often the motivation.
As an example consider transporting
donkeys in a closed vehicle like a
horse-box (a remote possibility for
most rural working African donkeys).
We ask the animal to go into an
enclosed, dark, unfamiliar space.
Who knows what predator or dreadful fate lurks there?
When offloading, we are often in a hurry and push and prod
the donkey to get it out of the dark space it has occupied, to
go into an unknown open place. Again, who knows what lurks
there? Apart from the fact that their eyes take time to adjust to
the change in light, they need to smell, look and hear their next
surroundings. Give them time!
When using new harnesses or carts or hitching methods,

allow the donkey time to feel the
differences. Michelle Griffith,
Director of amaTrac uluntu, spoke
about how the working donkeys in
their project would stoically trudge
on in inappropriate harness and
hitching systems.
When fitted with the Powerset and
asked to move on, they put one hoof
in front of the other in a resigned
fashion, until they realized that conditions had changed, and
for the better. She said that their body language changed, they
perked up and quickly strode out in a far more confident and
apparently happy and comfortable way.
To give donkeys the best quality of life, it is up to each owner
and handler to understand them, and that enables the donkeys to
give their best service.
Watch Ben’s webinars at:
www.thedonkeysanctuary.org.uk/knowledge-and-advice/webinars

From the West Coast to the East Coast:

The fight for African donkeys goes on
INSIDE: Special feedback from donkey welfare organisations around
Africa about the massacre of donkeys for the illegal skin trade.
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F r o m t h e West Coast t o t he East C oast :

The fight for African donkeys...
The skins trade is in a state of flux: abattoirs operate, are closed down, they appeal and
objections are lodged by donkey owners and welfare organisations, then abattoirs
re-open. We put together some reports from our friends about what is happening:
It seems constant vigilance is needed. The role of big
money behind the skins trade is a reality. The effect on
the small donkey owner is complex: on the one hand there
is the lure of ready cash for donkeys sold, on the other hand
the permanent loss of a reliable working animal. Not to
mention the impact of the illegal skins trade where theft and
unspeakable cruelty are rampant.
We receive regular reports from different African countries.
In some, the operation of legal abattoirs leaves little room for
change. In some, even legal abattoirs employ inhumane and
unacceptable methods of slaughter. How does one weigh up
the lure of ready cash against the ethics of handling animals
in a humane way up to their last breath?
There are many “beneficiaries” in this supply chain. The
owner who chooses to sell a few old or excess donkeys. The
person who offers to buy them. The abattoir or illegal handler
who slaughters them. A person who is often paid a pittance
for removing the skin. The agent who collects the skins for
export. And ultimately the manufacturers of ejiao products
that are sold at a high price in the retail market to provide
perceived but unproven benefits.
It is difficult to know where to aim objections. Animal
rights activists have to answer challenges about the financial
benefits to the donkey owner. This in spite of research such
as that by Kristen Binda (http://www.donkeysforafrica.org/
Resources/ADWpresentation.pdf ) which shows that donkeys
are worth more alive than dead.
Donkeys do not succeed as production animals. The drastic
drop in China’s donkey population is evidence of this. There
are valid factors that make commercial donkey farming a
very difficult and unprofitable undertaking.

Page 10 of the ‘One Health’ manual (in the library section of our website)
indicates that donkey farming is not easily viable.

Animal welfare organisations are appalled by the methods
employed in some “registered” abattoirs. Yes, animals are
bred to be killed for human benefit but humanity comforts
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itself by believing that there are controls about how it is
done, with minimal suffering or distress to the animal. On
investigation this is not the truth in some donkey abattoirs
where there are no limits to the brutality employed, both
before and during the process. Reports of donkeys “stacked”
for days waiting for slaughter, being dehydrated because it
makes them easier to skin . . . evidence of no compassion or
respect for life abounds.
The realities around theft and bush slaughter won’t even be
mentioned.
Where are the donkeys coming from?
Cross-border trade and smuggling is rife. The East African
region has seen an influx of donkeys smuggled across the
borders: from Ethiopia, Uganda, South Sudan, Sudan,
Somalia and Tanzania to Kenya; and also from Kenya to
Tanzania, due to the existence of operational slaughterhouses.
In Kenya, donkeys are still considered as food animals and
hence slaughtering is allowed by law. With lifting the Legal
Notice 63 of 2020, it means that the four abattoirs will
legally continue slaughtering donkeys, hence an increase in
donkey theft and smuggling across the borders into Kenya.
It is estimated that about 3,000 donkeys are smuggled from
Ethiopia to Kenya weekly. The country with the killing
facility benefits financially from the sale of the skins.
Apart from the stress on the animals there is the danger of
disease transmission.
How to address all this?
A recurring theme is to advocate decision makers such as
governments about the value of working donkeys. This has
to be weighed up against the demands by abattoirs that they
should be allowed to pursue their business to the financial
benefit of their stakeholders. Is it realistic to give preference
to poor, rural communities with a few animals of little
perceived economic value, rather than to sophisticated big
business enterprises with the backing of millions? Ethical
treatment of people and animals against profit-making for
some? There is no simple answer.
Donkeys for Africa is opposed to the skins trade for the
very reasons uncovered in the research by Kristen Binda:
Donkeys are worth more alive than dead. We also strongly
oppose the inhumane operations in some African countries
where the donkeys are treated in the cruelest manner with no
recognition of their sentience.
Donkeys have feelings, they experience fear and
pain and suffering at the hands of humans. It is up
to us to ensure that they are treated with respect at
all times.
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The fight for African donkeys...

Fact finding mission into Tanzania
Tanzania instituted a ban on donkey skins trading but lifted the ban in January 2018,
reinstating slaughtering of donkeys and export of their products.
Network for Animals (NfA)
joined forces with the Arusha
Society for the Protection of
Animals (ASPA) to investigate
a Chinese-run slaughterhouse
situated in a remote and
desolate region of Shinyanga
in northern Tanzania.

and Jonno Sherwin, NfA
correspondent and founder of
the Karoo Donkey Sanctuary
in South Africa.
Aspects covered in the
motivation include permit
and Animal Welfare Act
breaches, illegal cross-border
trade in donkeys, inhumane
transportation, handling and
slaughtering practices and
meat safety issues.

The slaughterhouse’s permit
expires in October this year.
NfA says that “We are working
with ASPA to seek justice for https://networkforanimals.org/appeal/tanzania-donkey-skin-trade/
the donkeys by persuading the
The formal permanent closure of the slaughterhouse is
government to end this shame on the face of the Tanzanian
proposed as is an outright ban on the trade in donkey skins,
nation.”
meat and by-products.
As is common in many similar settings, injury and illness
The proposal process continues through the official channels
do not affect the quality of the hide so traders have little
early in August and DfA awaits the outcome with interest.
incentive to ensure humane treatment. This contravenes the
Animal Welfare Act 2008 of Tanzania which recognises that
animals are sentient beings.
Late in July 2021 a team from NfA presented an
Evidence Report motivation to close down the Shinyanga
slaughterhouse, to 16 government officials from the
departments of Livestock and Fisheries and Veterinary
Services as well as to the heads of prominent animal welfare
organisations.
Amongst members of the team were Thomas Kahema,
Director of TAWESO; Livingstone Masija, Chief Executive
Officer of ASPA, Dr Frank Alkado, Veterinary Officer ASPA

Facebook update from The Karoo Donkey Sanctuary:

Presented our Evidence Report motivation to close down the infamous
Shinyanga slaughterhouse today to 16 government officials from various
divisions of the departments of Livestock and Fisheries and Veterinary
Services as well as to the heads of prominent grassroots animal welfare
NGO’s.
In the face of our evidence, the consensus is that our exposure of the
underbelly of the brutal donkey skins trade in Tanzania has “put the
country into disrepute and is clear proof of how society is transgressing.”
I quote one of the most senior officials. “This will be addressed at the
highest level as a matter of extreme urgency.”

Opposition to slaughterhouses in Kenya
In Kenya, the donkey population has dwindled by 400 000 due to the licensing of four
abattoirs. And that is only via official census numbers. The reality is a lot more brutal.
www.anaw.org/index.php/our-work/current-projects-with-partners/anaw-welttierschutzgesellschaft-e-v-wtg-donkey-project

Their slaughter capacity is licensed at 900 donkeys a day but
reports exist of 1 270 donkeys processed per day.
After objections the four abattoirs – Goldox Kenya Ltd in
Baringo County, Star Brilliant Donkey Abattoir in Nakuru
County, Silzha Ltd in Turkana County and Fuhai Machakos
Trading Co. Ltd in Kithyoko, Machakos County were forced
to close in February 2020. Elation was short-lived when a
High Court Judge in Naivasha ruled in May 2021 that the
slaughterhouses could re-apply for licenses to enable them to
resume their business. (See DfA issue #26 of June 2021.)

Marsabit is the largest county in Kenya and its largest town
Moyale is a market town, situated at the main border crossing
between Ethiopia and Kenya.
Moyale donkey owners and other stakeholders from Marsabit
County met on July 12, 2021 to discuss donkey welfare
even as the slaughterhouses in Kenya readied themselves for
reopening and resumption of donkey slaughter.
continued/...
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The fight for African donkeys...

Opposition to slaughterhouses in Kenya, continued
The one-day consultative
forum was supported by
Welttierschutzgesellschaft WTG e.V. and Africa Network
for Animal Welfare (ANAW)
who have been working
together in Marsabit County
since January 2020, to sensitize
the communities on the need
to protect and care for their
donkeys.

owners to address the
developing situation.
The following was sent to
Kenya’s Cabinet Secretary,
the Ministry of Agriculture,
Livestock and Fisheries and the
Director of Veterinary Services
(DVS):
The donkey trade has depleted
a huge population of donkeys,
since slaughtering of donkeys
was licensed in Kenya in 2016,
and would deplete further the

Fears were raised that the
resumption of donkey slaughter Kenyan donkey slaughterhouse.		
would lead to theft of donkeys.
In addition traders would source donkeys from Ethiopia
and smuggle them through unofficial routes for slaughter in
Kenya. This has health and other risks. The slaughterhouse in
Ethiopia was closed in April 2017 due to citizens’ resistance
based on their cultural and religious values.
Kenya has been labelled a hotspot of smuggled donkeys and
the trend is expected to continue with the reinstatement of
donkey skin export licenses.

remaining stock of donkeys.
The forum participants are in entirety opposed to the
resumption of the donkey skin trade for its serious negative
socio-economic impacts on them, as one of donkeydependent communities in Kenya.

Resolutions
At the above forum, representatives from County
Government offices, the Moyale Donkey Welfare Group,
opinion leaders and religious leaders joined with donkey

At the time of writing, after the successful appeal by the
abattoir owners to re-open for business, everyone waits to see
the outcome of the appeal again for a ban on their operation.

Image: The New York Times

An appeal is made to the Government to ban the slaughter
of donkeys and save livelihoods, and to initiate a process of
removing donkeys as a food animal in Kenya’s law.

West African conference on the preservation of donkeys
Brooke West Africa recently held a
conference in Burkina Faso.
More than a hundred people from different
African countries attended.
https://takeaction.thebrooke.org/page/83450/event/1
www.thebrooke.org/news/brooke-west-africa-hosts-conference-devastating-impact-donkey-skin-trade-africa

The problem
In some countries in West Africa such as Senegal, Burkina
Faso, Niger, The Gambia and Mali, trade and slaughter of
donkeys for export is prohibited. Despite the ban donkeys
are slaughtered or smuggled into neighbouring countries.
The trade is believed to be active in Ghana, Nigeria,
Burkina Faso, Mali, Niger, Senegal, Uganda, Ethiopia,
South Sudan, Tanzania, Kenya and Egypt, as well as further
south in Botswana, and outside of Africa in Afghanistan,
Pakistan and Brazil.
Goal of the conference
To provide a sub-regional response to the export of donkeys
in West Africa and identify solutions for the preservation of
the donkey species.
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Specific objectives
These included encouraging decision-makers to enforce
laws prohibiting the export of donkeys and their
products; encouraging the ban or control of the import of
donkeys and their products in the countries concerned;
acknowledging the health implications of cross-border
trade (spread of diseases, epizootics); drawing attention of
key stakeholders and governments to the scale of the issue
and its impacts on communities and the environment; and
finding sub-regional solutions to stop the cross-border flow,
theft, export of skins and covert slaughter of donkeys in the
countries concerned.
continued/...
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The fight for African donkeys...

West African conference on the preservation of donkeys
Call to preserve the species
In his opening address Mr Modeste Yerbanga, Minister
of Animal and Fisheries Resources (MRAH) of Burkina
Faso called on countries in the sub-region to engage in
this fight to preserve the species and restore dignity to the
communities that depend on them.
Recommendations
From the conference flowed the following statements:
“Being deeply affected by the situation of donkeys and the
pressure exerted on these animals for purely commercial
purposes, all over Africa and particularly in West Africa;
Being convinced that the donkey is the means of production
and movement par excellence of owner communities, and
that the illegal trade plunges communities into deep poverty;
Being aware that theft, illegal slaughter of donkeys, and
improper disposal of carcasses pose enormous risks to the
environment and public health;
Being aware that the rate of reproduction of these donkeys
does not allow the medium-term reconstitution of the herd;
Despite controls at the various corridors (Niger-Burkina
Faso, Mali-Burkina Faso, Burkina Faso-Togo and Burkina
Faso-Ghana) the convoying of animals is still very frequent
and uncontrolled because of lack of awareness of some
stakeholders.”

We solemnly resolve
the following:

1) Call for the effective implementation of the texts
and laws put in place by Senegal, Niger, Mali, Ghana
and Burkina Faso and urge the other countries of the
sub-region to consider enacting legislation prohibiting
all donkey hide trade and associated products in order
to preserve the species in our countries.
2) Recommend to local government representatives
(regions, districts and municipalities) as well as to the
veterinary services to make operational the ban on
donkey hide trade and the uncontrolled slaughter of
donkeys.
3) Call on all stakeholders, including partners, working
with communities and rigorously to promote awareness
of donkey welfare.
4) Include working animals, especially donkeys, horses
and camels, in animal resource policies, strategies,
programmes and projects at national and regional
levels.
5) Support the formulation of the regional and
continental common position on trade in donkeys and
donkey products.
6) Advocate for political commitment by African States
to respect animal welfare.
7) Strengthen control of cross-border smuggling along
the borders to limit the spread of diseases.
8) Draw the attention of the States impacted by
this crisis on the gravity and extent of the issue and
its impact on the population, the environment, the
economy of our countries and food security.

Speakers and Delegates at this important conference.

9) Call for a pan-African conference/stakeholder action
dialogue on donkey issues.
10) Call to collaborate closely with States, Civil
Society Organisations, and sub-regional bodies such
as ECOWAS, to engage in a cross-border fight and to
adopt a common strategy to fight against illegal donkey
trade.
Donkeys are a vital part of economic development and are worth
much more as a working partner than being butchered for fake
beauty and health products.
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The fight for African donkeys...

West African conference on the preservation of donkeys
We highlight the presentation by Dr Philip Mshelia DVM, Faculty of Veterinary
Medicine, Ahmadu Bello University, Nigeria at the Brooke West African conference.
Dr Mshelia pointed out that the contribution by working
donkeys to sustainable livelihoods in West Africa cannot
be over emphasized.

• Ban legal slaughter indefinitely until all these issues are
resolved (take a cue from the ban on ivory).
• Convene an African donkey summit to review all measures
taken in the past to curb the killing of donkeys (this should
Problems are that demand and consumption of donkeys
lead to an African donkey project) then, go sub-regional to
notably conflicts with their reproductive capacity, there has
implement.
been a marked increase in consumption of donkey meat in
• Identify influential and passionate people in every country
Nigeria, and the cross-boundary movement of donkeys is on
and community to champion this course along with other
the rise.
stakeholders.
• Hire and utilise passionate staff in
He sees Nigeria as the epicenter of
animal charities.
We can only get
the donkey skin trade in West Africa
• Develop a sub-regional donkey
to the root of this
and posed the question:
skin trade monitoring task
IS THIS A CHINESE OR AN
force and a strong advocacy group.
when we see it as
AFRICAN PROBLEM?
• Big animal charities should
an African problem! consider reviewing funding
His response is:
We can only get to the root of
and partnership criteria to
Dr Philip Mshelia
this when we see it as an African
accommodate more grass root
problem!
animal charities in various
communities that are genuine
We have to be focused and take responsibility.
and competent.
Nobody can exploit donkeys without a measure of support
• Humane Education: Assist adults and children to discover
from some people in the various communities.
compassion as an inherent value rather than teach about
humane practices only.
It will take our intellect and instinct to find a creative
• Work with local charities to reach out to the governments
solution to donkey abuse and cruelty in Africa and the
and stay with the charities to implement, while jointly
solutions might not be popular or acceptable to all.
lobbying for enforcement of laws.
• Develop an African Donkey Conservation Program with
Solutions and possible action
regional centers.
• Member States should review their trade deals (if any)
• Nigeria and Niger republic should not be neglected in any
with China, with a strong commitment to follow through.
way!

Download the presentation by Dr Mshelia at
www.donkeysforafrica.org/Resources/donkeytrade.pdf
and also in the library section of our website.
* Note - graphic content.

Share this information with your
government representative, influencers,
welfare organisations and friends. We
need to tackle this problem from all levels.
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Nigeria is central to the problem - and the solution - to the illegal trade of
donkeys in Africa.

Bookmark Oxpeckers as they expose more
donkey trade at:
https://oxpeckers.org/?s=donkeys
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Cart Horse Protection Association (CHPA)
CHPA is a registered welfare organisation based in Cape
Town, South Africa. It was established in 1995 to support
cart horse owners and to address the welfare of their
working equids used mainly to collect scrap metal to generate
an income.
A holistic approach is followed for the working animals to be
fit, healthy and comfortable in their work. Feed is available
at a subsidised price and farriery, harnessing and cart repair
services are offered. Each horse along with its harness and cart
is inspected whenever they come in for shoes, to make sure that
their condition is acceptable.
Their biggest international partner is World Horse Welfare.
Where do donkeys fit in?
Megan White of CHPA comments that “the majority of working
equids on the Cape Flats have always been horses but ten to
fifteen years ago donkeys were used more than today. There
have never been more than 10 donkeys in the industry at any
given time. We have 29 donkeys registered on our Information
Management System but they are no longer active in the
industry. The younger generation of carties would rather own a
horse. It is a bit of a status symbol and horses can work faster.”
Outreach in a most remote and arid region
The outreach team attends the annual AfrikaBurn event (last
held in 2019 due to Covid) to assist the donkeys in the Tankwa

region. The donkeys there
are used mainly for transport.
They do not work every day
and graze in herds when not
working. Due to the remoteness
of the region and poverty,
access to skills and materials
to improve the welfare of the
donkeys is limited.

+27 (0) 21 535 3435
info@carthorse.org.za
https://carthorse.org.za

Main problems
CHPA focussed on wound care, parasite control, distribution
of new harnessing and basic training on farriery and harness
making. Youth education was included. When possible a
dental technician also accompanied the team.
The main welfare issue was harness wounds. This improved
considerably over the years with CHPA providing harnessing
materials, new bits and veterinary care packs. The majority
of the owners are able to make their own carts and stitch
harnessing when they have materials available to them.
Harnessing into the cart too young and not harnessing the
same size donkeys into a cart are common problems. The
body condition of the donkeys and their hooves generally
present few problems as they are well adjusted to the sparse
and arid landscape.

A boy and his donkey in the Karoo. In the background the CHPA outreach tent - providing a perspective of the remote area.
- Donkey cart owners come from far and wide to have their animals seen to.
- A donkey waits for his new harness to be fitted.
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World Animal Day

is observed on 4 October in many parts
of the world. Let us know how YOU will
observe this.
From FAWCAM: To honour World
Animal Day FAWCAM will offer
religious masses in the preceding
three months, pleading for Cameroonians
to have respect for nature and to be aware
that all creation, including animals, is
entrusted to human responsibility.
They will present Humane Education
on better treatment and health care
of equines, to owners, handlers and
veterinarians. Their main Veterinary
Outreach Campaign in rural areas of
North Cameroon for donkeys, mules and
horses continues.
Books on “Cameroon Concern for
Animals” will be launched and increased
awareness raised of the contributions of
donkeys to the economy of Cameroon.

Vet Books
for Africa

From the
Community
Engagement
Letter of
the Unit for
Community
Engagement,
University
of Pretoria, South Africa:
Read this interesting report on a brave
project to distribute veterinary books to
educational institutions in some African
countries, against enormous difficuties.
We love their motto:
One Health, One Africa.
You can see this letter in our library at
our website or by downloading it via:
www.donkeysforafrica.org/Resources/
vetbooks.pdf

The 2021 AFRICA-BASED ANIMAL
WELFARE ORGANIZATION GRANT
RECIPIENTS are:
• Nairobi Feline Sanctuary (Kenya)
• Sauvons nos Animaux (Congo)
• Horse Safety (Ghana)
• Tikobane Trust + Humane Africa
Trust (Zimbabwe)
• Welfare for Animals Guild
(Rwanda)
• Mthatha SPCA (South Africa)
• Veterinarians for Animal Welfare
(Zimbabwe)
• Nyenda Mobile Vet Clinic (Zambia)
• Matabeleland Animal Rescue &
Equine Sanctuary (Zimbabwe).
www.animal-kind.org/grant-program-2021

Resources / links for this issue:
www.donkeysforafrica.org/Resources/ADWpresentation.pdf
www.donkeysforafrica.org/Resources/OneHealth.pdf
https://networkforanimals.org/appeal/tanzania-donkey-skin-trade/
https://networkforanimals.org/appeal/tanzania-donkey-skin-trade/
www.facebook.com/karoodonkeysanctuary
www.anaw.org/index.php/our-work/current-projects-with-partners/anaw-welttierschutzgesellschaft-e-v-wtgdonkey-project

Donkeys are going extinct

Their hides are boiled to extract a
collagen called ejiao, used in traditional
medicines and cosmetics. This market
demands millions of hides per year
and has put documented pressure on
donkey populations worldwide.

From the Editor

Are you a radiator or a drain? Some
people emit good energy and inspire
their colleagues to do great things.
Others have a negative attitude and drag
those around them down into a shared
pit of despair, draining themselves and
others of energy and commitment.
Sometimes being positive is good! We
are not referring to diseases or infection
status. Positive people attract more
positive people. Positive action leads to
more positive action.
We all have mission and vision
statements but sometimes it is really
difficult to remain motivated and to
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believe that you are progressing towards
your goals.
Often we have to dig deep for
motivation. Apart from dealing with
challenges like funding cuts, Covid, and
civil and environmental disruptions,
negative colleagues can affect the
attitudes in an organization.
Draw on your colleagues if they are also
positive, and avoid bearers of doom and
gloom. Let us remember to be grateful
for all that is good, as well as giving
attention to the bad.

Please also share our newsletter far and
wide - especially also to any Politician
you may know, at whatever level, to
educate and inform them that donkeys
are an essential resource that should not
be exploited.
editor@donkeysforafrica.org
www.donkeysforafrica.org
Donkeys-for-Africa

www.thedonkeysanctuary.org

